Equity Resources

- Cultural Humility: People, Principles and Practices
  - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SaSHLbS1V4w

- National Association of City and County Health Officials

- Core concepts video from CSI/CARE
  - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Bl2DyHFUys&feature=youtu.be

- Dr. Camara Jones: Achieving Health Equity: Tools for a National Conversation on Racism
  - (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VroNBw8gaBE)

- Harvard: Implicit Association Test
  - https://implicit.harvard.edu/implicit/

- Center for Social Inclusion
  - Removing Barriers to Breastfeeding: A Structural Race Analysis of first Food

- W.K. Kellogg Foundation First Foods